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NORWALK -- A young, inexperienced Stamford High School wrestling team used a late surge to rally
past a banged-up Norwalk squad, 36-33, on Wednesday night at Scarso Gymnasium.

The Black Knights (1-1) used victories by pin by senior Brandon Yoc at 160 pounds (in 3:50) and
senior Scott Polonia at 170 (1:38) to complete the comeback.

Norwalk (1-1) had surged ahead 33-24 behind falls by senior Evan Reisch at 145 (2:45) and senior
James McInerney at 152 (2:34).

The Bears were without several injured front-line performers: Freshman Franklin Ceron, senior Jose
Cleves, sophomore Robert Lewis-Zimmerman and junior Matthew Deering.

Head coach Job Fernandez expects most of them to return soon after the calendar turns to 2013.

"The guys that we expected to be in the lineup did well," Fernandez said. "They were a little rusty, but
the work they did in the offseason paid off. Some of the usual lineup was injured, so we can't see what
the usual lineup will be. Right now they are not long-term injuries. Without those guys we lost our first
two matches by three points each. Those guys can certainly make a difference. We'll see how we can
do when they are back in the lineup."

The match began with a double forfeit at 182, and Norwalk took a 6-0 lead when junior Matt Baker
had no opponent at 195.

Another double forfeit came at 220, before Norwalk junior Douglas Knowles got on top of freshman
Ray Soloman for two points, stayed there, and eventually flipped and pinned the Black Knight at 1:20
for a 12-0 advantage.

The margin increased to 18-0 when sophomore Luke Schwartz took a 4-0 lead on freshman Nick
Cammarota before ending the bout on a fall at 1:13.

Freshman Jeremy Czamanski put Stamford on the scoreboard with a forfeit win at 113, beginning a
streak of 24 consecutive points.

"We had nowhere to go but up after Trumbull humbled us," said Stamford head coach Tim Donnelly.
"We have a very young team, and we're starting to learn how to wrestle. We got what we expected
from our veterans, and we have two veterans. The rest are mostly 9th-graders and first-year wrestlers."

Senior Jose Marroquin continued the Stamford success at 120, pinning freshman Matt Wasserman in
26 seconds, and sophomore Steve Reynolds needed a second longer for his fall over senior Steve
Gannon at 126, tying the team score at 18-18.

Freshman John Koletsos appeared to be gaining control of his bout with sophomore Mohammad
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Abdul-Hakeem at 132, taking a 3-2 lead on an escape and a reverse.

Abdul-Hakeem quickly turned the tables, however, with a pin at 1:07, pushing the visitors ahead 24-18.

The match of the night came at 138, where Norwalk junior Colton Larkin and senior Sam Mosqueda
went the distance.

Larkin's near fall in the third period proved to be the difference in his 10-7 decision that pulled the
Bears within 24-21, setting up the drama in the final four bouts.

Reisch led junior Carlos Romano 9-2 before ending the match and sending the Bears back in front.

"I think the main reason we lost is a lot of kids are out with injuries," Reisch said. "They'll be back
soon. The last match I lost to a top-three kid in the state, so tonight I wasn't totally focused. I got
reversed. I was sloppy. I finally turned him and got a pin. James (McInerney) will be very good this
season. He'll take my place at 145, and I'll drop to 138. He did a lot of work in the offseason, and he's a
tremendous athlete. He should do well in the FCIAC."

Reisch believes a full Norwalk squad will score more than 33 points.

"When healthy, the score would have been lopsided," Reisch said. "We were very sloppy, with a lot of
forfeits. With our full lineup, it wouldn't have been close."

McInerney took down senior Hubert Buissereth, before sophomore Andrew Huzina took on Yoc and
led 7-3 before some of that inexperience let Yoc turn Huzina and get the fall.

Polonia pinned sophomore Victor Palacios after an early takedown.

"I realized if (Yoc) got a pin and I got a pin it would be an automatic win," Polonia said. "Our matches
would decide if we win or lose. My mindset the entire day, the entire match, was get a pin, get a pin,
get a pin. We're 1-1, and we definitely bounced back. I bruised my rib earlier this season. I tore my
(anterior cruciate ligament) last year and I couldn't help my team. The ACL is perfectly fine, and my
fib still bothers me, but I fight the pain."

Polonia will fight something else over the next couple of weeks, as he plans to drop down a class.

"I'm going down to 160 after the holidays," Polonia said. "I'll have to lay off the treats and lose 10
pounds."
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